Introduction Introduction
• SUSY is expected to be one of the main topics of New Physics at the ATLAS experiment at the LHC -It is a promising extension of the Standard Model (SM) -Solves the Higgs mass hierarchy problem -If at TeV scale, it is to be discovered at the LHC -Can provide clear experimental evidence
• Topics discussed here:
-SUSY inclusive signatures with jets, leptons (e/µ) and missing energy in R-parity conserving (RPC) scenarios -Background estimations and control samples -SUSY discovery potential with early data (∼1 fb -1 )
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The ATLAS experiment The ATLAS experiment • Significance with 1 fb -1 is Z n > 5 for all mSUGRA SUn points (except SU2)
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• Opposite sign leptons -In SUSY can arise from neutralino decays, e.g.: A. Ventura -Prospects for SUSY discovery based on inclusive searches with the ATLAS detector 15
Simulation corrections Simulation corrections
• ATLFAST simulation has been corrected to account for lepton reconstruction efficiency as a function of p T and η • Reasonable agreement can be found between ATLFAST and the full simulations with Geant4
Geant4
Uncorrected ATLFAST Corrected ATLFAST
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Discovery reach with 1 fb Discovery reach with 1 fb --1 1
(1)
• At very high tanβ, 0-and 1-lepton mode are still better than τ τ τ τ-mode (because of lower efficiency and purity of τ reconstruction)
• The 0-lepton mode has the best estimated 5σ reach (∼1.5TeV for smaller of m g and m q ) • The 1-lepton mode has worse reach, but better against QCD ∼ ∼
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Discovery reach with 1 fb Discovery reach with 1 fb -
• The approach of random grid with constraints is comparable with mSUGRA scans (SUSY cross sections are controlled by the gluino and squark masses) observable with Z n >5 not observable with Z n >5
• The NUHM 0-lepton and 1-lepton reach plots are virtually identical to mSUGRA with similar assumptions
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• Models considered here for the GMSB scan are easier to distinguish from SM backgrounds • The 3-lepton search is much better than that for 2 opposite sign leptons: -well beyond 2 TeV for gluinos for large tanβ -close to 2 TeV for all values tanβ
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Conclusions Conclusions
• ATLAS is ready to probe SUSY at 1 TeV mass scale with the first year of LHC data -In favorable cases the mass reach could be greater
• All studies shown here were made with realistic simulations, accounting for uncertainties in the various SM background sources • SUSY discovery in RPC models (e.g. mSUGRA, NUHM, GMSB) will be possible with little integrated luminosity (∼ ∼ ∼ ∼1 fb -1 of understood collected data) -SUSY at higher mass scales could still show up but would make detailed study quite difficult 
